We examine Memory Networks for the task of question answering (QA), under common real world scenario where training examples are scarce and under weakly supervised scenario, that is only extrinsic labels are available for training. We propose extensions for the Dynamic Memory Network (DMN), specifically within the attention mechanism, we call the resulting Neural Architecture as Dynamic Memory Tensor Network (DMTN). Ultimately, we see that our proposed extensions results in over 80% improvement in the number of task passed against the baselined standard DMN and 20% more task passed compared to state-of-the-art End-to-End Memory Network for Facebook's single task weakly trained 1K bAbI dataset.
Introduction
Wielding the ability to answer open ended questions, an effective question answering (QA) system can be incredibly powerful, as many tasks in natural language processing can be modelled into QA problems. Currently, several state-of-the-art memory networks exist for QA. Specifically, Dynamic Memory Networks (DMNs), End-to-End Neural Networks among others, have all been applied to this task all with reasonable degrees of success. We will focus on the application of DMNs to this task, while relegating End-to-End Neural Networks as a baseline exploration. We implement and extend the DMN architecture as described in the sections below.
Datasets
Given a series of input statements, interspersed with open-ended questions, our task is to produce an answer corresponding to each question at every respective point in time.
Facebook's babI Dataset
We are using Facebook's babI dataset for this task. This dataset is comprised of 20 different reading comprehension tasks, shown in Table 1 , designed to measure understanding [5] . For each task, we have 1k training examples; the following is an example data point for the "Two Supporting Facts" task: Perhaps the most interesting artifact about this dataset is that it is a synthetic dataset; it is machine generated. Therefore, it is subject to overfitting, and generalizability may be of concern, though it is a sizeable dataset.
Related Works

End-To-End Memory Networks
Memory networks (MemNN) by Weston, Jason et al [6] introduces the concept of using long-term memory component and inference components for reasoning tasks. An extension to this model is End-To-End Memory Networks MemN2N) by Sukhbaatar, S et al [7] , it extends MemNN to be trained end-to-end, that is, it is weakly supervised. The model uses attention mechanism and cycles over the inputs with multiple computational steps --or "hops" --before it outputs answer. The model is continuous hence making it trainable end-end by back propagation. The model has following three modules. 
Input Memory
Dynamic Memory Networks (DMNs)
Dynamic Memory Networks, introduced by Ankit Kumar et al., contain four main modules: an input module, a question module, an episodic memory module; and finally an answer module [3] . We provide a brief overview of the main modules and redirect the reader to the full paper for the full details [3] .
Figure 2 : Overview of DMN
Input Module: The input module is designed to encode inputs into distributed word vector representations. Given a sequence of words, where each word is converted into vector representations using GloVe, we encode the input sequence through a gated recurrent network (GRU). For cases where there are multiple sentences in the input, we insert end-of-sentence tokens after each sentence, allowing the network to process lists of sentences. We then store each memory, through vector representations, for future reference by the episodic memory module.
Question Module : The question module also encodes question inputs into vector representations using the same GRU RNN as in the input module, but instead for feeding as the initial state into the episodic memory module.
Episodic Memory Module:
The episodic memory module, through an attention mechanism identifies memories that are relevant and iterates through stored inputs to form an answer vector. This module receives the question vector representation from the question module, and sets that as the initial state into a modified GRU RNN.
Answer Module: The answer module converts the final state produced by the episodic memory module into a tokenized answer, using, again, a GRU RNN.
Dynamic Memory Tensor Networks -Extended Model
Attention Mechanism
The current DMN uses a gating function for attention mechanism. At each pass i , the mechanism takes as input a candidate fact c t , a previous memory m i-1 , and the question q to compute a gate:
where, the scoring function G takes a feature vector of handcrafted similarity measures, and returns a gate score: The scoring function is used as gate retention weights for the computing the episode of each pass of the input. Where episode in each pass is represented as
Neural Tensor Network (NTN) for Attention Mechanism: Form the neural architecture, it is clear that attention Mechanism is key for the performance of the system. Currently handcrafted similarity measure are used as feature vector for scoring, we propose mechanism to let the Neural Network craft the similarity measure, We propose the use of Neural Tensor Network [9] for this purpose. The scoring function now will be of the form
T cm
Where, represent the three way relationship tensor between . ε ℝ W R 
In our experiment, we found having three way relationship helps but due to constraints of resources (GPU) and time taken for convergence and hyper parameter tuning --dropout on weights --and regularization, In our final experiments we have dropped three way W R [1:k] relationship, that is reducing the scoring function to:
T cq
Encapsulating Models
NTN covers wide range of similarity score, Given entities e 1 and e 2 , if there exist R relationship between them the NTN scoring function g(e 1 Re 2 ) covers the following similarity functions.
Distance Model:
The distance cores builds relationship by mapping the left and right entities to a common space using a relationship specific mapping matrix and measuring the L1 distance between the two. The scoring function are the parameters of the relation . where, , and are the parameters of the relation.
Hadamard Model: The model tackles the issue of weak entity vector interaction through multiple matrix products followed by Hadamard products,The scoring function has the following form:
Bilinear Model: Captures weak entity vector interaction through a relation-specific bilinear form. The scoring function is as follows:
where , the parameter of relation 's scoring function.
Extended -Neural Tensor Network In order to increase the expressibility, we experimented with another form scoring function with promising results, here we define z= [c,m,q] , and attention gate scoring function is of the form 
Experiments
Metrics
As done in other models in the Q&A problem space -MemN2N, DMN, etc.-we use accuracy for gauging the performance of the model. As done in MemN2N [7] and DMN [3] we define a task as passed when test accuracy is . 5% ≥ 9
Results
We weakly trained (i.e. without supporting facts feedback) DMN and DMTN on the 1K bAbi dataset. To measure the lift from DMN to DMTN, we chose the same hyperparameters across all of our compared tasks to be the same and between DMN and DMTN. In our reported results, due to constraints on resources (GPU) and time taken for convergence and hyper parameter tuning we restrict to our results to 2-way tensor relationship. For simplicity in our final bAbi experiment results, we used feed forward NN as answer module. MemN2N with Positional Encoding (PE) + Linear Start (LS) + Random empty memory (RN) is the current state-of-the-art (SOTA) for a weakly-trained single bAbi task [7] and we compare number of task passed by DMTN against the SOTA. Here DMN baselines serves as the baseline for DTMN to measure the lift with the proposed changes. DMN best* is the best document performance of DMN with optimal hyperparameter tuning on bAbi weakly trained dataset-http://yerevann.github.io/2016/02/05/implementing-dynamic-memory-networks .
Analysis
Overall the performance of the DMTN is considerably better than standard DMN in all the tasks. Note that we didn't perform any hyperparamater tuning as against the baselined standard DMN. DMTN passes 80% more number of tasks than the baseline DMN . DMTN also clearly outperforms --in number of tasks passed --the SOTA MemN2N-PE,LS,RN both single task trained (1K) and jointly trained (20 x 1K) variants. Compared to MemN2N-PE,LS,RN model, DMTN passes 20% more tasks without any hyperparamater tuning.
For the tasks DMTN fails, we believe that they are limitation of other modules of DMN. Ex: Tasks 2, 3 performance are curtailed by the limited positional embedding, which plays significant role in SOTA [7] .
Implementation
A Theano based DMTN reference implementation is at https://github.com/rgsachin/DMTN 
Conclusion and Future Work
Under weakly supervised environment, DMTN clearly outperforms the state-of-the-art for weakly trained 1K bAbi dataset, which is memN2N with PE,LS,RN by 20% in the number of tasks passed, as well as show clear and significant lift in the order of over 80% compared to the standard DMN results on the bAbi 1K dataset in the number of tasks passed. 
